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sible empiricMIy to displace the second nicol (and thereby the two 
bands) so as to preserve the maximum of intensity to the simple 
radiation the comparison of which would give the same result as 
that of the total intensity. The neighbouring radiations are more 
and more rapidly weakened in proportion as their distance from this 
m~ximum increases ; and this circumstance diminishes the influence 
of their differences of intensity (which increase with their distance 
from the maximum) to such a degree as to render then negligible. 

In  practice the system of nicols and quartz plate is fixed in 
the body of a small telescope placed opposite to the screen of the 
photometer, upon the cone through the apex of which we view it. 
This instrument, constructed with much precision by M. Duboseq, 
tried with the Drummond light, an electric regulator or sun-light, 
comparatively with the standard Carcel, immediately gave very pre- 
cise results in spite of the difference of tint of those different 
lights.--Com2~tes t~e,~(lus de l'Acad~mie des Selectees, Sept. 26, 1881, 
t. xciii, pp. 512, 513. 

A N E W  DEMONSTRATION OF RIEMANN~S THEOREM. 

BY M. CROULLEBOIS. 
~ .  Clausius* has presented ]~iemann's theorem as a consequence 

of Green's formula ; that important proposition can be demonstrated 
more directly. The theorem is thus enunciated by Clausius : - -  

Given two conducting bodies A and B, which may either be insu- 
lated or connected with the earth by a co~ductor; in the vicinity of 
these let the~'e be any numbeJ" whatever of other conducting bodies 2~ut 
i~to commu~icatio~ with the earth by means of conductors. While B 
is in communication with the earth cmd A is insulated, this latter" body 
'is charged with electricity ~ to a certain potential-level K. Let Q~ 
be the quantity of elect~'ieity accumulated by influence u~on ]3 under 
these circumstances. A is afterwards pat into communication with 
the earth, while B is insulated and charged with electricity to the 
same ~otcntial-level K.  Let Qb a be the quantity of electricity accumu- 
lated u2on A by i~fluence under these circumstances. We shall have 

b a Q a = Q v  
Let the two conductors A and B be initially accompanied by any 

nmnber of conductors, all connected with the ear th- - tha t  is to say, 
at the potential zero. Let us insulate A and bring it to the poten- 
tial V~ ; the effect of this increase of potentiM will be to raise the 
charge of A from 0 to Q~, and to induce charges upon the other 
conductors, and in particular upon B the charge Q~; we can put 

Q,~ = C~¥L, and O a -  ~*,v 

C~ being the capacity of A, and C~ the coefficient of induetmn of A 
upon ]3. 

Let us discharge 2t by putting it into communication with the 
earth, and bring it to the potential V 2 ; there comes in like manner: 
in this second state of equilibrium, for the charges acquired upon 
B and induced upon 21 : - -  

b b b__ b Qb = CbV2, Qa-- CaV2, 
* Thdorie Mdcani~ue de la Chaleur~ t. ii. pp, 38-44, 
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C~ being the capacity of B, and C~ the coefficient of induction of B 
b a upon A. We have to demonstrate that C~=C b. Let us superpose 

these two states of equilibrium, characterized by the charges Mb and 
M~ upon the conductors A and B : - -  

M~=C~V,+C~Vo ; } ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  (1) 

Mb = CbV~ + CbV~. 
The actual electrical energy W of the system is, by equations 

( I )  of the form 
W =k~MV=r(Va)"-1- t .  V,V,~ + s(V2) ~ . . . . . . .  (2) 

Let us now subject the system to aa  infinitesimal deformation 
by producing, for example, a very slight relative displacement of 
the conductors. The charges will not change ; the potentials alone 
will vary ; and the corresponding variation of the energy will be 

1 1 ~W = ~ M~V~ + '7 Mb~V~" 
Therefore ~M,  and ½Mb arc respectively the partial differential 
coefficients of the function W with respect to the potentials Va and 
V 2. Differentiating, therefore, (2) with respect to V~, one finds 
for the developmene of M,  

2rV~ + tV~ ; 
in the same way, differentiating with respect to V~, one finds for 
the development of Mb tV~d_2sV2. 

Finally, comparing these results with the equations (1), it is seen 
that b ~t 

C(t  ~ ~ '  

whicl~ was to be demonstrated.--(/om2tes _~endus de l'Acad~mie des 
Sciences, Nov. 7, 1881, t. xciii, pp. 719, 720. 

ANOTHER CONFIRMATION OF PREDICTION. 
BY PLINY EARLE CHASE~ LL.D. 

On the 4th of October, 1878, I presented a communication to 
the American Philosophical Society*, in which I showed that the 
position of Watson's first intra-Mercurial planet, as computed by 
Gaillot and Mouchez, represented the third intra-Mercurial term 
of my harmonic series. At  the last meeting of the British Asso- 
ciation, Prof. Balfour Stewart read a paper, in which he gave indi- 
cations of sun-spot disturbances by a p/anet revolving in 24"011 
days, and consequently having a semiaxis major of 163. This con- 
firmation, both of my own predictiout and of the calculations of the 
French astronomers, is the more interesting, because the first con- 
firmation of my series was contained in a communication which 
was made to the Royal Society by Messrs. De La Rue, Stewart, and 
Loewy, forty-one days after I had announced the series to the Phi- 
losophical Society and published it in the ' ;New York Tribune'  $. 
The accordances are as follows : -  

Prediction. Confirmation. 
1st interior harmonic term "267 r De La Rue, Stewart, ' 2 6 7  and Loewy . . . . . .  j l 

Gaillot and Mouchez "164 
3rd ,, ,, "165 [ Stewart. . . . . . . . . . .  "163 
* Procceedings~ xviii, pp. 34-36. t Ibid. xiii. p. 238. 1: Ibid. p. 470. 
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